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For most of my life I have dreamt about falling. I fell mostly from walls I was climbing and 
as soon as I reached the top they just bent as if made of rubber. But there were other 
falls: occasionally the ground simply fell apart beneath my feet or I was teetering on a 
ledge somewhere high. As soon as I started to fall I woke up, apparently alarmed by some 
ancient organ in my brain that used to prevent me from falling from the tree when I was 
an ape sleeping on the branches. 

The feeling experienced during those falls was paralysing and exacting at the same time. 
The fear of falling is always about fear of losing control. To fall or not to fall? Free fall is the 
ideal falling motion of a body that is subject only to Earth’s gravitational field. There are 
no other forces that influence your movement than gravity. It’s so simple but so hard to 
fall like this. It is said that modern life means living in separate bubbles: one just jumps 
or flies from one bubble to another, without contact with what is outside. Like visions of 
architecture of the future, spaces connected by corridors and transitional roads. It is said 
that we live in a world with no distinction between what’s true or false. I wonder what 
would happen if a meteorite struck us – would that be “real”? Is borderline experience 
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the only way to determine any epistemological difference? 9/11 was an awakening from 
vertical dreams about heights. The architectural extension of the European Investment 
Bank in Luxembourg reflects new ambitions of corporate architecture: to stay horizontal, 
transparent and aware of the environment. “The skyscraper system has been reinterpreted 
in this project. Even though the building that houses the EIB extension has the proportions 
of a high-rise, it has been placed on its side at ground level” as architects of the blind state. 
It is an architecture that has fallen and feels comfortable with this. It is all covered with 
glass that makes no difference between inside and outside. Glass is transparent, it’s only 
the dirt on its surface that makes it visible. 

During my EIB residency in Luxembourg I decided to give in to gravitational forces and lose 
control over my usual process of working. I let go of words and conceptualising and fell 
into an intuitive process of drawing. Just a play of paper and hand, simple gestures yet so 
hard to give oneself up to. Direct flow between feeling and body, the ideal falling motion 
of a body that is subject only to Earth’s gravitational field. It was paralysing and exacting at 
the same time, the same as my dreams about falling. 
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